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We present grammatical (or equational) descriptions of the set of
normal inhabitants [M | 1 |&M : A, M in ;-normal form] of a given type
A under a given basis 1, both for the standard simple type system (in
the partial discharge convention) and for the system in the total dis-
charge convention (or the Prawitz-style natural deduction system). It is
shown that in the latter system we can describe the set by a (finite)
context-free grammar, but for the standard system this is not
necessarily the case because we may need an infinite supply of fresh
(bound) variables to describe the set. In both cases, however, our
grammars reflect the structure of normal inhabitants in such a way that,
when non-terminals are ignored, a derivation tree of the grammars
yielding a *-term M can be identified with Bo hm tree of M. We give
some applications of the grammatical descriptions. Among others, we
give simple algorithms for the emptinessfiniteness problem of the set of
normal inhabitants of a given type (both for the standard and non-
standard systems). ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We will study the structure of the set of normal inhabitants
[M | 1 |&M : A, M in ;-normal form]
for the simple type system through a grammatical approach.
It is shown that the set can be described by a context-free
grammar over the alphabet consisting of (term) variables
and auxiliary symbols (``*,'' parantheses, etc), providing
that we follow the (non-standard) ``total discharge conven-
tion.'' On the other hand, when we follow the (standard)
``partial discharge convention,'' this is not necessarily the
case, because then we may need an infinite supply of
fresh variables depending on the basis 1 and the type A,
and so the alphabet underlying the set may be infinite.
Nevertheless, the set has a structure which can be well cap-
tured by a device like a context-free grammar. Indeed, we
present an infinitary extension of the context-free grammar
which generates the set of normal inhabitants. To put it in
another way, we give a simultaneous set equation having
the set of normal inhabitants as a component of its least (in
fact, unique) fixed-point. The grammar reflects the structure
of terms in such a way that, when non-terminal symbols are
ignored, a derivation tree of the grammar yielding a *-term
M can be identified with the Bo hm tree of M.
We discuss two applications of the grammatical descrip-
tions. The first one is concerned with the coding of untyped
*-terms by means of simply typed *-terms. We prove a con-
jecture [Ber93] that the set of codes of untyped *-terms is
precisely the set of typed *-terms in long normal form which
have a certain type (Example 2.12). The other application of
our grammatical description is to give simple algorithms for
the emptinessfiniteness problem of the set of normal
inhabitants for both the standard and nonstandard simple
type systems (Corollary 3.8).
We note that the technique developed in this paper has
been successfully extended in [KT95] to the study of normal
inhabitants for intersection type systems. In particular, based
on this approach it is proved that (1) the type checking
problem of normalizing terms is decidable for the (standard)
intersection type system *, (2) the inhabitation problem is
decidable for the system * without ( I) rule, and (3) the
same problem is decidable for a typed counterpart of the
system *. These results contrast with the undecidability of
the (unrestricted) type checking problem and that of the
inhabitation problem for the system *. We also note that
the proceeding version of the present paper contains an exten-
sion of our approach to the pure type systems [TAH94].
We consider the simple type system, in which types are
constructed from atomic types and  . Atomic types are
denoted by a, b, c, ..., and types by A, B, C, ... We often
write A1  A2  } } }  An  A for the type (A1 
(A2  ...(An  A)...)). The degree deg(A) of type A is
defined as follows; if A#a, then deg(a)=0; if A#
A1  A2  } } }  An  a with n > 0, then deg(A) =
1+max[deg(Ai ) | i=1, ..., n].
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We use x, y, ... for (term) variables, M, N, ... for *-terms,
and 1, 2, ... for bases (or type-environments), which are
finite sets of the form [x1 : A1 , x2 : A2 , ..., xn : An] where
n0, x1 , x2 , ..., xn are distinct variables, and A1 , A2 , ..., An
are types. When 1=[x1 : A1 , x2 : A2 , ..., xn : An], we write
subj(1 )=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] and type(1 )=[A1 , A2 , ..., An].
A context-free grammar G is defined as G=(T, N, R, _)
where T, N are mutually disjoint finite sets (of terminal sym-
bols, and non-terminal symbols, respectively), R is a finite
subset of [!  | | ! # N, | # (T _ N )*],1 and _ # N. Mem-
bers of R are called rules of G, and _ is the start symbol of
G. The context-free language generated by G is defined as
L(G )=[{ # T* | _ * {],
where * is the reflexive transitive closure of the binary rela-
tion [(|1!|2 , |1||2) | (!  |) # R, |1 , |2 # (T _ N )*].
We use ! for terminal or non-terminal symbols, and { for
sequences of terminal symbols.
The following is perhaps folklore; it will be used exten-
sively in this paper.
Proposition 1.1. For a context-free grammar G=
(T, N, R, _) and for each ! # N, let G!=(T, N, R, !) and
L!=L(G!). Then the vector (L!) ! # N of context-free
languages is the least solution of the simultaneous equation
for (X!) ! # N
X!=[{1 {2 } } } {k | _(!  !1!2 } } } !k) # R, \j # [1, ..., k],
if !j # N then {j # X! j else {j#!j] (! # N )
(which we will call the simultaneous equation associated with
G). In addition, if the right-hand side of each rule of G con-
tains at least one terminal symbol, the simultaneous equation
has a unique solution.
Proof. The first part is clear since the vector (L!) ! # N of
context-free languages can be defined by simulataneous
recursion;
if (!  !1 !2 } } } !k) # R, and moreover for each
j=1, ..., k either {j # L! j with !j # N or {j#!j # T,
then {1 {2 } } } {k # L! .
For the second part, let (X!)! # N be a solution of the equa-
tion. We will prove \{ # T*, \! # N({ # X! O { # L!) by
induction on the length of {. Suppose { # X! . Then there is
a rule (!  !1 !2 } } } !k) # R such that {#{1{2 } } } {k where
for each j=1, ..., k either {j # X!j with !j # N or {j#!j # T.
Here, by the assumption that !j # T for some j, each {j such
that !j # N is strictly shorter than {, and hence {j # L!j
by induction hypothesis. This then implies that {#
{1{2 } } } {k # L! by the definition of L! . K
In Section 2 we consider grammatical description of the
normal inhabitants in the standard simple type system, and
in Section 3 that for the non-standard system. In the last
section, we compare the results for the two systems.
2. SIMPLE TYPE SYSTEM IN PARTIAL
DISCHARGE CONVENTION
The simple type system (or simply typed *-calculus) in
the (standard) partial discharge convention generates
judgments from axioms
1 |&x : A where (x : A) # 1
and inference rules
1 _ [x : A] |&M : B
1 |&*x.M : A  B
(  I)
and
1 |&M : A  B 1 |&N : A
1 |&MN : B
(  E).
A judgment 1 |&M : A so obtained is said to be in
;-normal form, if so is the *-term M. First we observe the
following characterization of judgments in ;-normal form.
Theorem 2.1. 1 |&M : A is in ;-normal form if and only
if there exist a basis 1 $=1 _ [x1 : A1 , x2 : A2 , ..., xp : Ap],
an element (x : B1  B2  } } }  Bq  A$) of 1 $, and *-terms
M1 , M2 , ..., Mq such that
M#*x1x2 } } } xp.xM1 M2 } } } Mq ,
A#A1  A2  } } }  Ap  A$, and
1 $ |&Mj : Bj is in ;-normal form ( j=1, ..., q).
Proof. The ``If '' part is obvious. For the converse, since
M is in ;-normal form, we can write it as
M=*x1x2 } } } xp .xM1 M2 } } } Mq
for some p, q0 and M1 , M2 , ..., Mq in ;-normal form.
Then by the assumption that 1 |&M : A, there exist types
A1 , A2 , ..., Ap , A$ such that A#A1  A2  } } }  Ap  A$,
1 $=1 _ [x1 : A1 , x2 : A2 , ..., xp : Ap] is a basis, and
1 $ |&xM1M2 } } } Mq : A$. This then implies that
1 $ |&x : B1  B2  } } }  Bq  A$,
1 $ |&Mj : Bj ( j=1, ..., q)
for some types B1 , B2 , ..., Bq . This proves the theorem. K
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For a basis 1 and a type A, we define
B(1, A)=[M |&M : A is in ;-normal form].
Note that under CurryHoward isomorphism, this
corresponds to the set of normal proofs of formula A from
assumptions in 1 in the implicational fragment of intui-
tionistic logic.
In this notation, Theorem 2.1 can be rephrased as follows.
Corollary 2.2. For any basis 1 and any type
A#A1  A2  } } }  Am  a, we have
B(1, A)=[*x1x2 } } } xp .xM1 M2 } } } Mq | 0pm, 0q,
_B1 , ..., Bq such that
(x : B1  B2  } } }  Bq  Ap+1  Ap+2  } } }
 Am  a) # 1 _ [x1 : A1 , ..., xp : Ap], Mj #
B(1 _ [x1 : A1 , ..., xp : Ap], Bj ) ( j=1, ..., q)],
where x1 , x2 , ..., xn are fresh variables (not in 1 ).
The corollary may suggest in the light of Proposition 1.1
that the set B(1, A) be generated by a context-free grammar
or the like. We will examine some simple cases first.
Suppose A#a (an atomic type) and 1=[x1 : C1 ,
x2 : C2 , ..., xn : Cn], where
Ci#ci1  ci2  } } }  cin i  ci with ni0 (i=1, ..., n).
(That is, deg(A)=0 and deg(Ci )1 for each i.) In this case,
the p in Corollary 2.2 is uniquely determined as p=0, and
we have x#xi , q=ni , and Bj#cij ( j=1, ..., ni ) for some i
such that 1in and ci#a. Thus we get
B(1, a)=[xiM1M2 } } } Mni | 1in, a#ci ,
Mj # B(1, cij ) ( j=1, ..., ni )].
This equality holds for each atomic type a, in particular for
cij's. Then we can think of their totality as the simulations
equation describing the context-free language B(1, a).
Indeed, we have the following.
Theorem 2.3. (1) When 1 = [x1 : C1 , x2 : C2 , ...,
xn : Cn] with Ci#ci1  ci2  } } } cin i  ci (i=1, ..., n),
the set B(1, a) is generated by the context-free grammar
G(1, a)=(T, N, R, _) with
v T=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn , (,)],
v N=[a] _ [cij | 1in, 1 jni],
v R=[ci  ( } } } ((xi ci1) ci2) } } } cin i ) | 1in],
2 and
v _=a.
(2) When 1=< and deg(A)2, the set B(1, A) is also
context-free.
Proof. (1) Immediate from the above discussion and
the fact that the simultaneous equation associated with G
has a unique solution.
(2) Suppose A#A1  A2  } } }  Am  a, and Ai#
ai1  ai2  } } }  aini  a (i=1, ..., m). In this case, the
equation in Corollary 2.2 becomes
B(<, A)=[*x1 x2 } } } xp .xiM1M2 } } } Mq | 1ipm,
0qni , Ai#ai1  ai2  } } }  aiq  Ap+1
 Ap+2  } } }  Am  a, Mj # B(1p , aij )
( j=1, ..., q)],
where 1p=[x1 : A1 , x2 : A2 , ..., xp : Ap] ( p=1, ..., n). Now,
since deg(Ai )1, we know from (1) that each set B(1q , aij )
is generated by the context-free grammar G(1p , aij ), and
hence B(<, A) is also a context-free language (over the
alphabet [x1 , x2 , ..., xn , (,), *, .]). K
Example 2.4. (1) Suppose 1=[x1 : a  b  a, x2 : a,
x3 : b]. Then by Theorem 2.3 (1) the set B(1, a) is generated
by the context-free grammar G(1, a) with
v terminal symbols x1 , x2 , x3 , (, ),
v non-terminal symbols a, b,
v rules a  ((x1 a)b), a  x2 , b  x3 ,
v start symbol a.
Thus we have
B(1, a)=[xk1 x2x
k
3 | k0],
where
xk1 x2 x
k
3#((x1((x1 } } } ((x1
k
x2) x3) } } } ) x3)) x3)
k
.
See the proof figure below for 1 |&x21x2 x
2
3 : a:
x1 : a  b  a x2 : a
x1x2 : b  a x3 : b
x1 : a  b  a (x1 x2) x3 : a
x1((x1x2) x3) : b  a x3 : b
(x1((x1 x2) x3)) x3 : a
(2) Suppose A#A1  A2  A3  a, where A1#a 
b  a, A2#a, A3#b. Let 1p=[x1 : A1 , x2 : A2 , ..., xp : Ap]
( p=1, 2, 3). Then, since 13 equals the 1 in (1), we
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have B(13 , a)=B(1, a)=[xk1 x2x
k
3 | k0], and likewise
B(13 , b)=[x3], B(12 , a)=[x2]. Then by Theorem 2.3 (2)
we get
B(<, A)=[*x1 .x1]
_ [*x1x2 .x1M1 | M1 # B(12 , a)]
_ [*x1x2x3 .x1 M1M2 | M1 # B(13 , a),
M2 # B(13 , b)]
_ [*x1x2x3 .x2]
=[*x1 .x1 , *x1x2 .x1x2]
_ [*x1x2x3 .xk1 x2 x
k
3 | k0].
In general, the set B(1, A) is not necessarily context-free,
because we may need an unbounded number of fresh
variables, and so B(1, A) may be a language over an infinite
alphabet. (See Example 2.11 below.) Nevertheless the struc-
ture of the set can be well described by means of a device like
a context-free grammar. For the purpose, we will extend the
notion of context-free grammars.
Definition 2.5. We call a system G=(T, , R, _) an
infinitary-context-free grammar (or a grammar, for short) if
T, N, R, _ are as in a context-free grammar except that the
sets T, N, R may possibly be infinite.3 We extend all the
terminologies and definitions (such as the language L(G )
generated by G, the simultaneous equation associated with
G, etc.) for the context-free grammars to the (infinitary-
context-free) grammars.
Proposition 2.6. For a grammar G=(T, N, R, _) and
each ! # N, let G!=(T, N, R, !). Then (L(G!)) ! # N is the
least solution of the simultaneous equation associated with G,
X!=[{1 {2 } } } {k | _(!  !1!2 } } } !k) # R, \j # [1, ..., k],
if !j # N then {j # X! j else {j#!j] (! # N ).
Moreover, when the right-hand side of each rule of G contains
at least one terminal symbol, the simultaneous equation has a
unique solution.
Proof. Exactly as for Proposition 1.1. K
Theorem 2.7. For a basis 1 and a type A, we define the
sets T, N, R by simultaneous recursion, as follows:
v subj(1 ) _ [*, ., (,)]T.
v (1, A) # N.
v If (2, C) # N, C#C1  C2  } } }  Cm  c, and
(x : B1  B2  } } }  Bq  Cp+1  Cp+2  } } }  Cm  c)
# 2$=2 _ [x(2, C)i : Ci | i=1, ..., p] for some pm, then
x(2, C)i # T (i=1, ..., m),
(2$, Bj ) # N ( j=1, 2, ..., q), and
(2, C)  (*x(2, C)1 x
(2, C)
2 } } } x
(2, C)
p
.x(2$, B1)(2$, B2) } } } (2$, Bq) ) # R.
Then the grammar G(1, A)=(T, N, R, (1, A) ) generates
the set B(1, A).
Proof. Corollary 2.2 says that the simultaneous
equation associated with G(1, A) is satisfied by
(B(2, B)) (2, B) # N . On the other hand, the simultaneous
equation has a unique solution by Proposition 2.6. K
The grammar G(1, A) in Theorem 2.7 is rather com-
plicated. We can give a simpler description of the set
B(1, A) using '-reduction and judgments in long normal
form.
Definition 2.8. A judgment 1 |&M : A is said to be in
long normal form if M and A are of the forms
M#*x1 x2 } } } xm .xM1M2 } } } Mn ,
A#A1  A2  } } }  Am  a,
where for the basis 1 $#1 _ [x1 : A1 , x2 : A2 , ..., xm : Am]
and some types B1 , B2 , ..., Bn we have
(x : B1  B2  } } }  Bn  a) # 1 $, and
1 $ |&Mj : Bj is in long normal form ( j=1, ..., n).
(The point is that in a judgment in long normal form each
variable occurrence is followed by the exact number of
arguments.) We will write
L(1, A)=[M | 1 |&M : A is in long normal form].
It is well known that 1 |&M : A is in ;-normal form if and
only if there exists a judgment 1 |&M$ : A in long normal
form such that M$ ' M. Indeed, the ``if '' part is clear,
because long normal form is a special case of ;-normal
form, '-reduction preserves the types, and it does not create
;-redexes. To see the converse, support 1 |&M : A is in
;-normal form, and A#A1  A2  } } }  Am  a. Then M
is of the form *x1x2 } } } xp .xM1 M2 } } } Mq for some p, q such
that pm. Take fresh variables xp+1 , ..., xm and let
P # *x1 x2 } } } xp xp+1 } } } xm .xM1 M2 } } } Mq xp+1 } } } xm .
Then P ' M. Moreover, since 1 _ [x1 : A1 , ..., xp : Ap]
|&xM1M2 } } } Mq : Ap+1  } } }  Am  a and hence
1 _ [x1 : A1 , ..., xm : Am] |& xM1M2 } } } Mqxp+1 } } } xm : a,
we have 1 |&P : A. By applying the same argument to the
subterms M1 , M2 , ..., Mq , xp+1 , ..., xm recursively, we even-
tually get a term M$ such that 1 |&M$ : A is in long normal
form and M$ ' M. (More precisely, it is proved first for
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variables by induction on types, and then for arbitrary
terms by induction on terms.) Thus we get
B(1, A)=[M | _M$ # L(1, A) such that M$ w
'
M].
The set L(1, A) can be generated by a grammar which is
simpler than G(1, A) in Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 2.9. Given a basis 1 and a type A, define the
sets T, N, R recursively as follows:
v subj(1 ) _ [*, ., (,)]T.
v (1, A) # N.
v If (2, C) # N, C#C1  C2  } } }  Cm  c, and
(x : B1  B2  } } }  Bn  c) # 2$=2 _ [x(2, C)i : Ci | i =
1, ..., m], then
x(2, C)i # T (i=1, ..., m),
(2$, Bj) # N ( j=1, 2, ..., n), and
(2, C)  (*x(2, C)1 x
(2, C)
2 } } } x
(2, C)
m
.x(2$, B1)(2$, B2) } } } (2$, Bn) ) # R.
T N R
(,), *, . (1, A) (1, A)  (*x(1, A)1 x
(1, A)
2 x
(1, A)
3 .x
(1, A)
1 (1 $, a)(1 $, b) )
x(1, A)1 , x
(1, A)
2 , x
(1, A)
3 (1 $, a) , (1 $, b) (1, A)  (*x
(1, A)
1 x
(1, A)
2 x
(1, A)
3 .x
(1, A)
2 )
(1 $, a)  (x(1, A)1 (1 $, a)(1 $, b) )
(1 $, a)  x(1, A)2
(1 $, b)  x(1, A)3
where 1 $=[x(1, A)1 : A1 , x
(1, A)
2 : A2 , x
(1, A)
3 : A3]. For
simplicity, we will write x, y, z for the terminal symbols
x(1, A)1 , x
(1, A)
2 , x
(1, A)
3 , and write _, .,  for the non-
terminal symbols (1, A) , (1 $, a) , (1 $, b) , respectively.
Then the grammar G$(1, A)=(T, N, R, _) is given by
T=[*, ., (, ), x, y, z],
N=[_, ., ],
R=[_  (*xyz .x.), _  (*xyz .y),
.  (x.), .  y,   z].
T N R
(,), *, . (1, A) (1, A)  (*x(1, A)1 x
(1, A)
2 x
(1, A)
3 .x
(1, A)
1 (1 $, B)(1 $, a) )
x(1, A)1 , x
(1, A)
2 , x
(1, A)
3 (1 $, B) , (1 $, a) (1, A)  (*x
(1, A)
1 x
(1, A)
2 x
(1, A)
3 .x
(1, A)
2 (1 $, a) )
x(1 $, B)1 (1", B) , (1", a) (1 $, B)  (*x
(1 $, B)
1 .x
(1, A)
1 (1", B)(1", a) )
(1 $, B)  (*x(1 $, B)1 .x
(1, A)
2 (1", a) )
(1 $, a)  x(1, A)3
x(1", B)1 (1 $$$, B) , (1 $$$, a) (1", B)  (*x
(1", B)
1 .x
(1, A)
1 (1 $$$, B)(1 $$$, a) )
(1", B)  (*x(1", B)1 .x
(1, A)
2 (1 $$$, a) )
(1", a)  x(1, A)3
(1", a)  x(1 $, B)1
} } } } } } } } }
Then the set L(1, A) is generated by the grammar
G$(1, A)=(T, N, R, (1, A) ).
Proof. From Definition 2.8, if A#A1  A2  } } } 
Am  a then
L(1, A)=[*x1 x2 } } } xm .xM1M2 } } } Mn | n0, _B1 , ..., Bn
such that (x : B1  B2  } } }  Bn  a)
# 1 _ [x1 : A1 , ..., xm : Am],
Mj # L(1 _ [x1 : A1 , ..., xm : Am], Bj )
( j=1, ..., n)].
This means that the simultaneous equation associated with
G$(1, A) is satisfied by the vector (L(2, B)) (2, B) # N . Since
the equation has a unique solution by Proposition 2.6,
L(1, A) is generated by the grammar G$(1, A). K
Example 2.10. Take the same example as Example 2.4
(2); i.e., let 1=< and A=A1  A2 A3  a, where A1=
a  b  a, A2=a, A3=b. Then the components T, N, R of the
grammar G$(1, A)=(T, N, R, (1, A) ) in Theorem 2.9 are
The set generated by this grammar is L(1, A)=
[*xyz .xkyzk | k=0, 1, ...]. Hence the set B(1, A) of terms in
;-normal form is now described as
B(1, A)=[M | _M$ # L(1, A), M$ w
'
M]
=[M | _k0, *xyz .xkyzk w
'
M].
Example 2.11. Suppose 1=<, and A=A1  A2 
A3  b where A1=(a b)  a  b, A2=a b, A3=a. Then
the components T, N, R of the grammar G$(1, A)=
(T, N, R, (1, A) ) in Theorem 2.9 are constructed step by step,
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where B=a  b, 1 $=[x(1, A)1 : A1 , x
(1, A)
2 : A2 , x
(1, A)
3 :
A3], 1"=1 $ _ [x(1 $, B)1 : a], 1 $$$=1" _ [x
(1", B)
1 : a], etc.
We will write x, y, z0 , z1 , z2 , ... for the terminal symbols
x(1, A)1 , x
(1, A)
2 , x
(1, A)
3 , x
(1 $, B)
1 , x
(1", B)
1 , ..., and write
_, .1 , .2 , ..., 1 , 2 , ... for the non-terminal symbols
(1, A) , (1 $, B) , (1", B) , ..., (1 $, a) , (1", a) , ..., respec-
tively. Then the set L(1, A) is generated by the grammar
G$(1, A)=(T, N, R, _), where
T=[*, ., (, ), x, y] _ [zk | k=0, 1, 2, ...],
N=[_] _ [.k , k , | k=1, 2, ...],
R=[_  (*xyz0 .x.11), _  (*xyz0 .y1)]
_ [.k  (*zk .x.k+1 k+1), .k  (*zk .yk+1) | k
=1, 2, ...]
_ [k  zj , | j=0, 1, ..., k&1, k=1, 2, ...].
The set L(1, A) generated by this grammar is
L(1, A)=[*xy . (*z0 .x(*z1 .x( } } }
(*zk&1.x(*zk .yZk) Zk&1) } } } ) Z1) Z0)
| Zj # [z0 , z1 , ..., zj] ( j=0, ..., k), k0].
For example, 1 |&*xy . (*z0 .x(*z1 .x(*z2 .yz0) z1) z0) : A is
in long normal form and its proof figure is
[y : a  b]3 [z0 : a]2
yz0 : b
[x : A1]4 *z2 .yz0 : a  b
x(*z2 .yz0) : a  b [z1 : a]1
x(*z2 .yz0) z1 : b
1
[x : A1]4 *z1 .x(*z2 .yz0) z1 : a  b
x(*z1 .x(*z2 .yz0) z1) : a  b [z0 : a]2
x(*z1 .x(*z2 .yz0) z1) z0 : b
2
*z0 .x(*z1 .x(*z2 .yz0) z1) z0 : a  b
*xy . (*z0 .x(*z1 .x(*z2 .yz0) z1) z0) : A
3, 4
The set B(1, A) consists of the *-terms which are obtained
from those in L(1, A) by '-reduction. For example, *x .x,
*xy .xy, *xy . (x(x(xy ))), etc. are contained in B(1, A), but
not in L(1, A).
Note that the set L(1, A) contains the *-terms
Mk#*xy . (*z0 .x(*z1 .x( } } } (*zk&1.x(*zk
.xNkz0) z0) } } } ) z0) z0),
where
Nk#*zk+1.x(*zk+2.x( } } } (*z2k&1.x(*z2k
.yzk) zk&1) } } } ) z2) z1
FIG. 1. The derivation tree in G$ (Example 2.11) for M2#
*xyz0 .x(*z1 .x(*z2 .x(*z3 .x(*z4 .yz2) z1) z0) z0) z0 .
(k=0, 1, ...). In Mk , variables z0 , z1 , ..., zk must be different
(cf. Fig. 1), and so the set L(1, A) indeed needs an infinite
number of terminal symbols.
We conclude this section by an application of Theorem
2.9 to a problem on the coding of untyped *-terms by means
of terms in a simply typed *-calculus with certain con-
stants.4
Example 2.12. Consider a simply typed *-calculus
which contains an atomic type o and two term constants
abs and app, and let 1=[abs : (o  o)  o, app : o 
(o  o)]. For each untyped *-term P we define a term WPX
in the simply typed *-calculus, as follows:
v WxX#x for each variable x,
v W*y .PX#(abs(*y .WPX)),
v WPQX#(app WPXWQX).
For example,
W(*y .yx)xX#(app(abs(*y . (app yx))) x).
We are interested in the relation between
C=[WPX | P is a closed untyped *-term]
and
L(1, o)=[M | 1 |&M : o is in long normal form].
First, we note that 1 |&WPX : o holds for each WPX # C, and
moreover that it is in long normal form. Indeed, it can be
verified by induction on untyped *-terms P that
1 _ [y : o | y # FV(P)] |&WPX : o
are in long normal form. Thus we get CL(1, o).
Now we will prove the converse inclusion by using a
grammatical description of the set L(1, o). By Theorem 2.9
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we have the grammar G$(1, o) to generate the set L(1, o).
When we simplify it, we get G=(T, N, R, .1), where
T=[*, ., (,), abs, app, y1 , y2 , y3 , ...],
N=[.1 , .2 , ...],
and R consists of the rules
.i  (abs(*yi ..i+1)),
.i  (app .i .i ),
.i  yj ,
for each i=1, 2, ... and j=1, 2, ..., i&1. In order to see the
inclusion L(1, o)C, it suffices to verify that
\i1, \{ # T*(.i * { O { # Ci&1)
by induction on the length of the derivation * , where Ci is
the set of all codes WPX of untyped *-terms P with FV(P)
[ y1 , y2 , ..., yi]. (In particular, C0=C). Indeed, if .i 
(abs(*yi ..i+1)) * (abs(*yi .{)) with .i+1 * { and {#WPX
# Ci (induction hypothesis), then (abs(*yi .{))#W*yi .PX #
Ci&1. If .i  (app .i.i ) * (app {{$) with .i * {, .i * {$
where {#WPX # Ci&1 and {$#WP$X # Ci&1 (induction
hypothesis), then (app {{$)=WPP$X # Ci&1 . If .i  yj
( j=1, ..., i&1), then clearly yj#Wyj X # Ci&1.
This completes the proof of C=L(1, o).
In the literature, Zaionc constructed a similar grammar
to generate inhabitants for simple type system, and applied
it to the study of *-definable functions on free algebras
[Zai87, Zai91]. The main difference between his grammar
and ours is that his grammar does not necessarily generate
terms in normal form; instead terms are considered modulo
;'-equality.
3. SIMPLE TYPE SYSTEM IN TOTAL
DISCHARGE CONVENTION
In this section we consider the simple type system in the
total discharge convention, or Parwitz-style natural deduc-
tion system [Pra65]. In this system, the set of (term)
variables is restricted to [xA | A is a type] (a set in one-to-
one correspondence with the set of types), and the basis is
a finite subset of [xA : A | A is a type]. Then as usual we
generate judgments in the system from axioms
1 |&t xA : A where (xA : A) # 1
by using inference rules
1 _ [xA : A] |&t M : B
1 |&t *xA .M : A  B
(  I)
and
1 |&t M : A  B 1 |&t N : A
1 |&t MN : B
(  E).
The essential difference of this system from the previous one
is that, in applying the (  I) rule in this system, we have to
discharge all occurrences of a type at once, because all of
them are labeled by a same variable, say xA .
First we observe the following relation between the
judgments in this system and those in the previous section.
Lemma 3.1. (1) If 1 |&t M : A, then 1 |&M : A.
(2) Conversely, suppose 1 |&M : A. Assuming without
loss of generality that bound variables in M and subj(1 ) are
distinct from each other, there exists a renaming5 fM of
variables such that fM (1 ) |&t fM(M) : A.
Proof. (1) is clear. For (2), define fM : FV(M) _
BV(M)  [xC | C is a type] by fM( y )=xC when ..., y :
C, ... |&... appears in the deduction process of 1 |&M : A.
Then it is clear that fM satisfies the requirement. K
When the *-term M in judgment 1 |&t M : A is in ;-nor-
mal form, we say the judgment is in ;-normal form in total
discharge convention, and define
Bt(1, A)=[M | 1 |&t M : A is in ;-normal form].
We have the following equational description of the set.
Theorem 3.2. For any basis 1 and any type A,
Bt(1, A)=[*xA 1 xA 2 } } } xA p .xBM1M2 } } } Mq | p, q0,
_A$, B1 , ..., Bq such that
A#A1  A2  } } }  Ap  A$,
B#B1  B2  } } }  Bq  A$ # type(1 $),
Mj # Bt(1 $, Bj ) ( j=1, 2, ..., q)
where 1 $=1 _ [xA1 : A1 , ..., xA p : Ap]].
Proof. Suppose that M#*xA1xA2 } } } xAp .xBM1M2 } } } Mq
is in ;-normal form. Then 1 |&t M : A holds true precisely
when
A#A1  A2  } } }  Ap  A$, and
1 _ [xA 1 : A1 , ..., xA p : Ap] |&t xBM1M2 } } } Mq : A$
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hold for some A$. Let 1 $=1 _ [xA1 : A1 , ..., xAp : Ap]. Then
the condition 1 $ |&t xBM1M2 } } } Mq : A$ holds precisely
when
B#B1  B2  } } }  Bq  A$ # type(1 $), and
1 $ |&t Mj : Bj ( j=1, ..., q)
for some B1 , ..., Bq . By combining the two observations, we
get the theorem. K
As before, we define the notion of judgment in long nor-
mal form in total discharge convention.
Definition 3.3. A judgment 1 |&t *xA1 xA2 } } } xA m .
xBM1M2 } } } Mn : A is said to be in long normal form when
for some a, B1 , ..., Bn ,
A#A1  A2  } } }  Am  a,
B#B1  B2  } } }  Bn  a # type(1 $), and
1 $ |&t Mj : Bj is in long normal form ( j=1, ..., n)
where 1 $=1 _ [xA 1 : A1 , ..., xAm : Am]. We will write
Lt(1, A)=[M | 1 |&t M : A is in long normal form].
From the definition, we immediately get the following
equational description of the set Lt(1, A) for any 1 and any
type A#A1  A2  } } }  Am  a:
Lt(1, A)=[*xA 1 xA 2 } } } xAm .xBM1M2 } } } Mn |
_B1 , ..., Bn such that
B=B1  B2  } } }  Bn  a # type(1 $),
Mj # Lt(1 $, Bj ) ( j=1, 2, ..., n)
where 1 $=1 _ [xA1 : A1 , ..., xAm : Am]].
We now show that the set Lt(1, A) is generated by a
context-free grammar (over a finite alphabet) and so is
Bt(1, A).
Definition 3.4. We define dom(A1  A2  } } } 
Am  a)=[A1 , ..., Am]. For a basis 1 and a type A, we also
define a set dom*(1, A) of types recursively, as follows:
v type(1) _ [A]dom*(1, A),
v if B # dom*(1, A), then dom(B)dom*(1, A).
Note that the members of dom*(1, A) are subtypes of
types in 1 or of A, and therefore the set dom*(1, A) is finite.
Indeed, the cardinality of the set dom*(1, A) does not
exceed the total number of occurrences of atomic types in
the set of types type(1 ) _ [A]. (Consider the one-to-one
correspondence between B # dom*(1, A) and the rightmost
occurrence of an atomic type in B.)
Theorem 3.5. Given a basis 1 and a type A, let
T=[xC | C # dom*(1, A)] _ [*, ., (,)]
N=[(2, C) | type(2) _ [C]dom*(1, A)],
R=[(2, C)  (*xC 1xC 2 } } } xCm
.xB (2$, B1)(2$, B2) } } } (2$, Bn) ) |
(2, C) # N, 2$=2 _ [xC1 : C1 , ..., xC m : Cm],
_c such that C=C1  C2  } } }  Cm  c,
B=B1  B2  } } }  Bn  c # type(2$)].
Then the set Lt(1, A) is generated by the context-free
grammar Gt(1, A)=(T, N, R, (1, A) ).
Proof. First note that the sets T, N, R are finite, since
so is dom*(1, A). (To see the finiteness of R, observe that
for each (2, C) there are only finitely many rules with
(2, C) as the lefthand side, because [xB : B] # 2$=
2 _ [xC 1 : C1 , ..., xCm : Cm] where [C1 , C2 , ..., Cm]=
dom(C ).) Now in view of the equational description of
Lt(1, A), everything should be clear except that the set N
actually contains all symbols necessary. That is,
v (1, A) # N,
v if(2, C)  (*xC 1 xC2 } } } xCm .xB(2$, B1)(2$, B2) } } }
(2$, Bn) ) is a rule in R, then (2$, Bj ) # N ( j=1, 2, ..., n).
The first is clear. For the second, because (2, C) # N, we
know that type(2) _ [C]dom*(1, A). Moreover, since
[xB : B] # 2$=2 _ [xC1 : C1 , ..., xC m : Cm],
we have
type(2$)type(2) _ dom(C)dom*(1, A), and
Bj # dom(B)dom(type(2) _ dom(C))dom*(1, A).
Therefore (2$, Bj ) # N. K
Example 3.6. Consider the same example as Example
2.11; that is, let 1=< and A=A1  A2  A3  b, where
A1=A2  A3  b, A2=A3  b, A3=a. When we apply
Theorem 3.5 to this example, we obtain a context-free
grammar G=(T, N, R, (<, A) ) to generate the set
Lt(<, A), where
T=[xA 1 , xA2 , xA 3 , *, ., (,)],
N=[(<, A) , (2, A2), (2, A3)],
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R=[(<, A)  (*xA 1 xA 2xA3 .xA1(2, A2)(2, A3) ),
(<, A)  (*xA 1 xA 2xA3 .xA2(2, A3) ),
(2, A2)  (*xA3 .xA1(2, A2)(2, A3) ),
(2, A2)  (*xA3 .xA2(2, A3) ),
(2, A3)  xA 3],
with 2=[xA 1 : A1 , xA2 : A2 , xA 3 : A3]. (Here we omit
useless terminalnon-terminal symbols and rules; that is,
those which are not reachable from the start symbol.)
The context-free grammar to generate the set Bt(1, A) is
similar.
Theorem 3.7. For a basis 1 and a type A, let
T=[xC | C # dom*(1, A)] _ [*, ., (,)],
N=[(2, C) | type(2)dom*(1, A), C # dom*(1, A)],
R=[2, C)  (*xC 1 xC2 } } } xC p .xB (2$, B1)(2$, B2)
} } } (2$, Bq) ) |
(2, C) # N, p, q0, _C$ such that
C=C1  C2  } } }  Cp  C$,
B=B1  B2  } } }  Bq  C$ # type(2$),
2$=2 _ [xC 1 : C1 , ..., xC p : Cp]].
Then the sets T, N, R are finite and Bt(1, A) is generated by
the context-free grammar (T, N, R, (1, A) ).
Proof. As for Theorem 3.5. K
By combining the preceding theorems with well-known
results in the theory of languages, one can easily obtain
algorithms to solve the emptinessfiniteness problems of the
sets Lt(1, A), Bt(1, A), L(1, A), and B(1, A). Thus we get
a short proof of the result by [BY79]. (See also [Hin];
[Hir93].)
Corollary 3.8. One can decide whether Lt(1, A) is
empty, finite, or infinite for any 1 and A. The same holds true
for Bt(1, A), L(1, A), and B(1, A).
Proof. It is well known (e.g., [HU79]) that if G is a
context-free grammar with k non-terminal symbols, then
v L(G ) is empty if and only if there is no derivation tree
of height k+1 or less, and
v L(G ) is finite if and only if there is no derivation tree
of height greater than k+1 and less than or equal to
2 } k+1.
For a *-term M in ;-normal form, we write height(M) for
the height of the Bo hm tree of M. In other words, we define
height(M)=1 if M#*x1x2 } } } xm .x, and height(M)=1+
max[height(Mj ) | j=1, ..., n] if M#*x1 } } } xm .xM1M2 } } }
Mn with n1. Note that when M is generated by the
context-free grammar Gt(1, A) in Theorem 3.5 (or by any
other grammar described in this paper), the height of the
derivation tree for M is height(M)+1. This observation
together with the fact above yield
v Lt(1, A) is empty if and only if there is no judgment
1 |&t M : A in long normal form with height(M)k, and
v Lt(1, A) is finite if and only if there is no judgment
1 |&t M : A in long normal form with k<height(M)2 } k.
To see that the property carries over to the set L(1, A),
it suffices to note that there exists the mapping
*M # L(1, A) .fM(M)6 from L(1, A) onto Lt(1 $, A), where
1 $=[xC : C | ( y : C) # 1 for some y], which is finite-to-
one, and hence L(1, A) is empty (or finite) if and only if
Lt(1 $, A) is empty (or finite, respectively).
The proofs for Bt(1, A) and B(1, A) are similar. K
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
First we note the similarity between the derivation trees
generated by context-free grammars in Theorems 3.5 and
3.7 and the Bo hm trees of *-terms (in long normal form, or
in ;-normal form).
In a derivation tree t of the context-free grammars yield-
ing a *-term M, suppose a node v in t is labeled by (2, C)
and has descendants labeled by
(*xC1 xC 2 } } } xC m .xB (2$, B1)(2$, B2) } } } (2$, Bn) ).
Then among the descendants, take off the nodes labeled by
terminal symbols (*xC 1 xC 2 } } } xCm .xB and), and put the
segment *xC 1 xC 2 } } } xC m .xB as a new label of v (instead of
(2, C) ). By doing this for each non-terminal node in t, we
obtain the Bo hm tree of M (cf. Fig. 2).
This is also true for the derivation trees generated by the
infinitary grammars in Theorems 2.9 and 2.7 in Section 2.
One may also observe that the derivation trees reflect the
structure of normal proof figures. Indeed, in the same spirit
as Theorem 3.5 (or 3.7) one can construct, for a given 1 and
A, a tree automaton to generate the set of long normal (or
;-normal) proof figures of the formula A from assumptions
1 (in total discharge convention). See [Aka91].
Next we remark on the relation between the infinitary
grammar generating L(1, A) in Theorem 2.9 and the con-
text-free grammar generating Lt(1, A) in Theorem 3.5.
Let G=(T, N, R, _) be the grammar generating L(1, A),
and Gt=(Tt , Nt , Rt , _t) be the context-free grammar
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FIG. 2. Comparison of derivation trees (cf. Example 3.6) and Bo hm
trees.
generating Lt(1 $, A), where 1 $=[xB : B | ( y : B) # 1 for
some y]. Then it can be shown that the useful part7
of Gt is obtained from G by replacing the variables
x(2, C1  C2  } } } C m  c)i everywhere in G by xCi (i=
1, 2, ..., m).
More precisely, let us define f : T  Tt by
f (x(2, C)i )=xC i (i=1, 2, ..., m)
if C#C1  C2  } } } Cm  c,
f ( y )=xB if ( y : B) # 1,
f ( y )=y if y # [*, ., (,)],
and extend it to a mapping between bases by
f (2)=[ f (y ) : B | ( y : B) # 2],
and further to the mapping from N to Nt by
f ((2, C) )=( f (2), C).
Then clearly f (_)=_t . We can also verify f (T)
Tt , f (N )Nt , and f (R)Rt , where we define
f (R)=[ f (!)  f (!1) f (!2) } } } f (!k) | (!  !1 !2 } } } !k) # R].
Moreover, when we define
f (G )=( f (T ), f (N ), f (R), f (_)),
the grammar f (G ) is shown to contain exactly useful sym-
bols and rules of Gt . In other words, f (G ) is the useful part
of Gt , and hence it generates Lt(1, A). Likewise, the image
by f of the grammar generating B(1, A) in Theorem 2.9
coincides with the useful part of the context-free grammar
generating Bt(1, A) in Theorem 3.7.
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